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Henrique Lemos, Islam Mohamed, Lei Huang, Rong Ou, Gabriela Pacholczyk, Ali S. Arbab, David Munn, and
Andrew L. Mellor
Précis: While the DNA sensor STING can activate powerful antitumor immune responses, this study shows that it can also tolerate the immune microenvironment of weakly antigenic tumors, with implications to broaden the numbers of tumors that may respond strongly to cancer immunotherapy.
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Précis: This study describes an accessible approach to reliably capture the intrinsic biological features of leukemia stem cells, offering a clinically relevant tool for the prognostic assessment of patient outcome upon AML diagnosis.
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Laurie Menger, Anna Sledzinska, Katharina Bergerhoff, Frederick Ance Vargas, Julianne Smith, Laurent Poirot, Martin Pule, Javier Hererero, Karl S. Peggs, and
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Précis: This proof-of-concept study demonstrates that advanced adoptive T-cell therapies for cancer can be enhanced by genomic editing strategies to bypass immune checkpoints.
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Zhen Zhao, Xiaoping Zhu, Kemi Cui, James Mancuso, Richard Federley, Kari Fischer, Gao-jun Teng, Vivek Mittal, Dingcheng Gao, Hong Zhao, and Stephen T.C. Wong
Précis: An in vivo method to visualize features of epithelial-mesenchyme transition reveals tumor cell-microenvironment interactions that foster metastatic behaviors and therapeutic strategies best suited to suppress them.

2105 Transcriptome Analysis of Triple-Negative Breast Cancer Reveals an Integrated mRNA-IncRNA Signature with Predictive and Prognostic Value
Yi-Zhou Jiang, Yi-Rong Liu, Xiao-En Xu, Xi Jin, Xin Hu, Ke-Da Yu, and Zhi-Ming Shao
Précis: This prospective observational study reports a simple biomarker signature of triple-negative breast cancer that can predict risks of disease relapse and the clinical benefit of commonly employed taxane chemotherapy, addressing needs in a disease that can be aggressive in some but not all patients.
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Précis: These findings suggest redundant sources for the cytokine IL17 in bacteria-induced colon carcinogenesis, stressing the importance of therapeutically targeting IL17 itself rather than its cellular sources.
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Précis: The Bruton’s tyrosine kinase inhibitor ibrutinib impairs the generation and function of myeloid-derived suppressor cells in multiple malignancies, supporting a preclinical rationale for its use as an immunotherapy.
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Chih-Hang Anthony Tang, Joseph A. Zundell, Sujeewa Ranatunga, Cindy Lin, Yulia Nefedova, Juan R. Del Valle, and Chih-Chi Andrew Hu
Précis: These findings show how STING agonists can be used directly to eradicate neoplastic B cells, suggesting their potential therapeutic value in treatment of B-cell malignancies.
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Précis: This study suggests that immune escape in prostate cancer entails a suppression of natural killer cell activity, suggesting strategies to restore their function as a pivotal therapeutic approach in patients.
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Xiaofei Yu, Hongxia Wang, Xia Li, Chunqing Guo, Fang Yuan, Paul B. Fisher, and Xiang-Yang Wang
Précis: These findings reveal a role for a viral sensing pathway in the induction of antitumor immunity, offering an opportunity for therapeutic targeting in novel cancer immunotherapy modalities.
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Elena Cherkasova, Claire Scrivani, Susan Doh, Quinn Weisman, Yoshiyuki Takahashi, Nanar Harashima, Hisayuki Yokoyama, Ramaprasad Srinivasan, W. Marston Linehan, Michael I. Lerman, and Richard W. Childs
Précis: These findings define a promising disease-specific targeting strategy for the development of kidney cancer immunotherapy.

2186 ILK Induction in Lymphoid Organs by a TNFα–NF-κB–Regulated Pathway Promotes the Development of Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia
Précis: These findings support the development of targeted therapies for cancer that aberrantly express the multifunctional kinase ILK.
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2197 Genomic Profiling of Pediatric Acute Myeloid Leukemia Reveals a Changing Mutational Landscape from Disease Diagnosis to Relapse
Précis: These findings reveal a complex evolution in the mutational landscape of a common pediatric leukemia, suggesting potentially actionable therapeutic targets.
Identification of RNA-Binding Protein LARP4B as a Tumor Suppressor in Glioma

Hideto Kosoh, Hungtung Yi, Paul Sheridan, Satoru Miyano, Yasushi Ino, Tomoki Todo, and Sumiko Watanabe

Précis: An RNA-binding protein absent from most human gliomas is found to function as a tumor suppressor in this setting, revealing new insights into posttranscriptional mechanisms of cell growth and apoptotic control.

Melanoma Cells Block PEDF Production in Fibroblasts to Induce the Tumor-Promoting Phenotype of Cancer-Associated Fibroblasts

Nkerhiyere G. Nwani, Maria L. Deguzi, Benilde Jimenez, Elena Vinokov, Oleksii Dubrovskyj, Andrey Ugolkov, Andrew P. Mazat, and Olga V. Volpert

Précis: Melanoma cells override tumor suppression programs in neighboring stromal cells by a mechanism that facilitates the conversion of normal fibroblasts into cancer-associated fibroblasts, fostering a tumor promoting environment.
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Stefan Thiem, Monita E. F. Essmann, Joachim Elzer, Anna Jonas, Tracy L. Putozski, Ashleigh Poh, Paul Nguyen, Adele Preaudet, Dustin Flanagan, Elizabeth Vincan, Paul Waring, Michael Buchert, Andrew Jarnicki, and Matthias Ernst

Précis: This study describes a new preclinical model of gastric cancer that underscores the importance of both oncogene activation and aberrant inflammation in gastric epithelial cells to the onset and progression of tumorigenesis.
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Maria Teresa Herrera-Abreu, Marta Palafox, Uzma Asghar, Martin A. Rivas, Rosalind J. Cutts, Isaac Garcia-Murillas, Alex Pearson, Marta Guzman, Olga Rodriguez, Judit Grueso, Meritxell Bellet, Javier Cortés, Richard Elliott, Sunil Pancholi, Josée Baselga, Mitch Dowsett, Lesley-Ann Martin, Nicholas C. Turner, and Violeta Serra
Précis: These results illustrate that breast cancer cells can adapt quickly to cell-cycle blockades imposed by CDK4/6 inhibitors being used in clinic, acquiring resistance mechanisms that enable alternate means of S phase entry, yet also highlighting strategies to prevent the acquisition of therapeutic resistance to these agents.

2314 MCAM and LAMA4 Are Highly Enriched in Tumor Blood Vessels of Renal Cell Carcinoma and Predict Patient Outcome
Précis: Newly identified markers of blood vessels in renal tumors may offer an opportunity to selectively target the tumor vasculature in this setting.

2327 Resistance to Anti-VEGF Therapy Mediated by Autocrine IL6/STAT3 Signaling and Overcome by IL6 Blockade
Alexandra Eichten, Jia Su, Alexander P. Adler, Li Zhang, Ella Ioffe, Asma A. Parveen, George D. Yancopoulos, John Rudge, Israel Lowy, Hsin Chieh Lin, Douglas MacDonald, Christopher Daly, Xunbao Duan, and Gavin Thurston
Précis: These findings suggest that cancer patients undergoing anti-VEGF therapy may benefit from analysis of circulating IL6 levels as a predictive response marker, as well as cotreatment with an IL6 receptor targeting antibody.

2340 The Error-Prone DNA Polymerase θ Promotes Temozolomide Resistance in Glioblastoma through Rad17-Dependent Activation of ATR-Chk1 Signaling
Chengzhao Peng, Zhengxin Chen, Shuai Wang, Hong-Wei Wang, Wenzhen Qiu, Lin Zhao, Ran Xu, Hui Luo, Yuanyuan Chen, Dan Chen, Yongping You, Ning Liu, and Huibo Wang
Précis: Increased activity of a DNA repair pathway that can reverse the damage created by temozolomide, a chemotherapeutic drug used to treat glioblastoma, may explain why drug resistance in this setting tends to be clinically problematic.

2354 p28-Mediated Activation of p53 in G2–M Phase of the Cell Cycle Enhances the Efficacy of DNA Damaging and Antimitotic Chemotherapy
Tohru Yamada, Tapas K. Das Gupta, and Craig W. Beattie
Précis: Delivery of a small p53-activating peptide that can safely increase the cytotoxicity of DNA damaging or antimitotic cancer drugs may offer one more twist on p53-based strategies to widen the therapeutic window for cancer drug responses.

2366 Hypoxic Signaling and the Cellular Redox Tumor Environment Determine Sensitivity to MTH1 Inhibition
Lars Bräutigam, Linda Pudelko, Ann-Sofie Jernth, Helge Gad, Mohit Narwal, Robert Gustafsson, Stella Karsten, Jordi Carreras Puigvert, Evert Homan, Cansten Berndt, Ulrika Warpman Berglund, Pal Stenmark, and Thomas Hellieday
Précis: This study illustrates how zebrafish can serve as a useful model to investigate the relationship between redox imbalance and hypoxic signaling in oncogenesis at the level of the tumor microenvironment.

2376 Cancer Differentiating Agent Hexamethylene Bisacetamide Inhibits BET Bromodomain Proteins
Lisa M. Nilsson, Lydia C. Green, Somsundar Veppil Muralidharan, Dajsu Demir, Martin Welin, Joydeep Bhadury, Derek T. Logan, Björn Wahle, and Jonas A. Nilsson
Précis: These findings suggest a new perspective on patient recruitment to ongoing BET inhibitor clinical trials.

2384 The Deubiquitinase USP9X Maintains DNA Replication Fork Stability and DNA Damage Checkpoint Responses by Regulating CLASPIN during S-Phase
Edel McGarry, David Gaboriau, Michael D. Rainey, Umberto Restuccia, Angela Bachi, and Corrado Santocanale
Précis: These findings highlight a role for an important deubiquitinylating enzyme in maintaining genomic stability during DNA replication, offering new mechanistic clues to its tumor suppressor functions in various cancers.
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